
THE FAVOURITIES OF … IRIS PIA HENEKA, IMPORTER & AGENT OF, AMONG 
OTHERS, PROMEMORIA

A DESIGN CLASSIC?
“There are so many beautiful classics. And already I know that the furniture de-
signs by the Belgian Raf Siemons and the designs by the Italian design genius 
Romeo Sozzi for Promemoria will become classics, just like the Knotted Chair by 
Marcel Wanders!”

HOME FURNISHING SHOP?
“Shops were everything is just right, like Superbrands in Bos en Duin, where cus-
tomers, by appointment only, are welcomed into the beautiful villa. Wolterinck 
in Laren is a fantastic adventure and also Vos in Groningen and Leenars in Gilze 
make my heart beat faster!”

CITY?
“For me, cities are about the people, the language, the climate, the smells. Paris, 
Barcelona and Milan for shopping. Prague, St. Petersburg, Hong Kong and New 
York because they have such a positive vibe and Amsterdam and Rotterdam. I fall 
in love with cities like these.”

ATTACHED TO?
“Once, I found myself in a situation where I had to decide on the spot what to save 
from a fire. It was my dog, Doortje, my paintings and the antique Buddha that was 
given to me. The rest can be replaced.”

HOTEL?
“In the bar of the Bulgari Hotel in Milan a business relation of mine, who had for-
gotten that there is a smoking ban in bars and restaurants in Italy, lighted a cig-
arette. The way in which a waiter came running with an ashtray as if a terrible 
drama had occurred and asked to put out the cigarette… and how a well-known 
international model turned around and quick as lightning took that same ciga-
rette out of my friend’s mouth and took a few puffs before it was put out… It was 
like a film. Wonderful!”

RESTAURANT?
“The vegetarian dishes by the Olive & Cockle deli in Amsterdam are a pleasure to 
my eyes, tongue and nose. I love people who put passion into their work! I find that 
same passion at the Parkheuvel restaurant in Rotterdam.”


